
Computer Graphics exam 
2020. 01. 21. 

Structure of the exam 

Any subsite of cg.elte.hu can be used during the exam, including all lecture slides and 
practice programs: 

● http://cg.elte.hu/~agostons/cg_en/ 
● http://cg.elte.hu/~galgergo/ 

Older sites: 

● http://people.inf.elte.hu/puzsaai/eng_cg/ 
● http://vision.sztaki.hu/~danini/Computer_Graphics/ 
● http://iffan.web.elte.hu/eng/  

 
Other usable sites: the OpenGL reference, GLM's documentation, SDL documentation          

and Wikipedia 
Nothing else can be used (online forums, tutorials, your neighbour, etc.) 

Download and set up the OGL Pack for the exam, open a project of your individual                
choice in Visual Studio! Should you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask! 

You need to create certain geometric entities, build a virtual scene and respond to user               
interactions using C++ and OpenGL. You have 4 hours to finish your program adequately! Once               
you finished the exam, an examiner will discuss and grade your exam with you. Do NOT leave                 
the lab, without getting your grade. 

 

 

Tasks 

Create an octahedron. The length of the edges should         
be 1 unit each. (3 points) For this, you have to calculate the             
height of the pyramids correctly using Pythagorean theorem.        
Alternatively, you can create an object with height 1 for 2           
points. 

 

http://cg.elte.hu/
http://cg.elte.hu/~tekla/graphics_lecture.html
http://cg.elte.hu/~agostons/cg_en/
http://cg.elte.hu/~galgergo/
http://people.inf.elte.hu/puzsaai/eng_cg/
http://vision.sztaki.hu/~danini/Computer_Graphics/
http://iffan.web.elte.hu/eng/
https://www.khronos.org/registry/OpenGL-Refpages/gl4/
http://glm.g-truc.net/0.9.5/api/index.html
https://wiki.libsdl.org/FrontPage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
http://cg.elte.hu/~bsc_cg/resources/OGLPack.zip


Specify normal vectors for each face, such that normals are perpendicular to the triangle.              
(1 point)  

Create a planequad (rectangular geometry using VAOs and VBOs or gVertexBuffer) in            
the y=0 plane, of dimensions 50×50 and place it down as the ‘ground’. (1 point) Specify correct                 
texture coordinates (1 point) and normals (1 point) for the planequad. Put water.bmp texture on               
the planequad (1 point). 

Load the fish.obj from file (1 point) and put fish.jpg texture on it (1 point) Don't change                 
the texture of the ground. Put it in the center (0,0,0) in a way that only half of the fish is above                      
the planequad. (2 points). Scale the fish to be 0.2 of its original size. (1 point) 

Set the color of the octahedron inside the fragment shader to be constant RGB(0.73, 0.95,               
1.0) instead of texturing (use uniforms) (1 point). Put five octahedrons around the fish in a circle                 
with a radius of five (3 points), alternatively put only one for 1 point. Have them (it) rotate                  
around the fish (1 points), it should take 5 seconds to take one rotation (1 point). Make them (it)                   
rotating around their own Y axis (1 point).  

Let the user control the fish with the arrow keys, so that it always stays on the water and                   
can move in four directions. (E.g. when pressing the right key, it moves a little in the +X                  
direction, when pressing the up key, a little in the -Z direction, etc.) (2 points). Make the fish to                   
turn in the direction of the movement. (2 points) 

Create multiple (at least 4) fishes with random distances from the center (so that they are                
still in the 50×50 ground) (you can just use rand() to generate random integers) (2 points). They                 
should all rotate around the center in the XZ plane (1 point). Let them have different speeds, the                  
period time of the circular movement should be a random duration between 3 and 10 seconds (1                 
point).  

Let the light source, illuminating the scene, be a point light with blue diffuse color. The                
point should be above the ground by 10 units (2 points). 

 

Total: 30 points 
Grading: 
  0 - 11 :  1 :( 
12 - 15 :  2 
16 - 19 :  3 
20 - 23 :  4 
24 -      :  5 :) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18nWBJO4xqU6m22wtKdvJH0NK9LLxXYWG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RYGhnqomnhSRFlz-uVEuFQRb_jotRyPW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18ioLV_AVhTiE2IfLnHPVEGfQIcvO41Bn/view?usp=sharing

